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The iPhone X remains discontinued, but as of February 2019, Apple started selling refurbished models starting at $769. In
December 2019, Apple reduced the .... Anyone looking to pick up an iPhone without spending tons has a new option, as Apple
has a refurbished iPhone X starting at $769.. Shop for refurbished Apple iPhone models. We test and certify all Apple
refurbished products and include a 1-year warranty.. Starting at $769 for the 64GB version, the iPhone X is now the cheapest
way for iPhone fans to get a dual camera and OLED screen. If you're in .... The iPhone X is Back: Apple Selling Refurbished
Units Starting at $769. Apple's iPhone X—an older flagship model which was introduced back .... iPhone X is the first full-
screen Apple iPhone with high value-keeping space. There have been no big bugs so far. Of course, it means the mobile phone
not the .... Apple is again selling the iPhone X, but only refurbished units, at a price ... a twist: you can only buy refurbished
units starting at $769 (or £769).. Apple Is Now Offering Certified Refurbished iPhone X Models ... Secondly, the iPhone X is
now available as a Certified Refurbished unit starting at $769. ... In case you wanted a specifications comparison, the iPhone
XR sells .... Apple today began selling refurbished iPhone X models for the first time since the device was released in
November 2017. Stock will likely deplete quickly, .... Apple Now Selling Refurbished iPhone X Models for $769 ... The prices
start at $769 for the 64GB model, whose initial price was of $999.. This article, “Apple Begins Selling Refurbished iPhone X
Models Starting at $769” first appeared on MacRumors.com. Discuss this article in our .... Unlocked models in Space Gray and
Silver are available with 64GB and 256GB of storage for $769 and $899 respectively in the United States, .... The tech company
has just started selling refurbished iPhone X ... “all screen” experience — start at $769 for the 64GB model, while the
256GB .... The 64GB variant is currently available at $769 instead of $999. ... Apple is now selling refurbished iPhone X
models starting at $769.. r/apple: An unofficial community to discuss Apple devices and software, including news, rumors,
opinions and analysis pertaining to the company …. Unlocked models started at $769 for 64GB of storage, down from the
original $999 price. But the iPhones aren't constantly in stock.. Apple, on Monday, started selling the refurbished iPhone X
models starting from $769. Want an iPhone X – here's how you can buy it. It is the first .... Apple has started selling refurbished
iPhone X units for the first time, starting at $769 (£769) for 64GB of storage and $899 (£899) for its 256GB .... Apple is
offering refurbished iPhone X models for the first time. ... The company recently started selling refurbished versions of this
model, for .... Apple has begun selling refurbished iPhone X units starting at $769 for the 64GB model. The company is selling
four unlocked models: 87ec45a87b 
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